
 

 

Nadine Nana Ngantcha: „I like to approach people.“ 
About me: 

My name is Nadine Nana Ngantcha, I am 42 years old 
and was born in Douala / Cameroon. I come from a 
family of 5 children, I am a single mother of two 
children, and I have lived in Germany for almost 20 
years. I studied business administration and I work at 
baobab zusammensein e.V., a network for the 
health, promotion and participation of African 
migrants in Lower Saxony. I speak Medumba, 
German, French and a little English. 

Engagement: 

I have been involved in various African and non-
African associations here in Germany for years. 
About 6 years ago I met baobab e.V. in Oldenburg. It 
was about the prevention of HIV in the African 
community. Empowerment of African women was also a topic. That appealed to me a lot, because I 
had so many burdens, so many hurdles due to my life here in Germany. Sometimes I thought I was 
alone with my problems. Through this meeting with baobab I realised: Oh, I am not alone with this 
problem! There is a way to do something about it, to get involved. As a single mother, I realised that 
there are so many women who also live alone here in Lower Saxony with their children. Out of pure 
conviction, I am now involved with baobab. 

Obstacles: 

I was 20 when I came to Germany, alone, without a family. I did my German course in Cottbus and 
then I suddenly realised - here in Germany - that I am black. Sometimes people think, how can you 
say that, but no. When I grew up in Africa, I was just a girl, a young woman who wanted to live her 
life. I wanted to study, but all of a sudden I realised that this skin colour I have is a problem. That was 
my first hurdle here in Germany: to realise that as a black woman it won't be easy here.  

Language is also an obstacle. If you are discriminated, you don't have the possibility to defend 
yourself. Sometimes I spoke in French - my mother tongue - but that always frustrated me so much. 
During all the years I studied, I regretted that I couldn't have proper access to my fellow German 
students. As migrants, we tried to get along with each other, and that wasn't easy either. Finding an 
internship was difficult. I don't know what the reason was. Racism, or my knowledge of German, 
which wasn't that good at the time. But there were so many hurdles that weighed me down. I was 
confused. I also thought about going home and stopping everything because it was too much for me. 
It was a process of looking at where my home is, is it here in Bremen or in Cameroon in Douala, 
where I grew up? 
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Mohammed 
“We should learn as much as possible – for our own sake”  

 

The way to Denmark 
Before Mohammed came to Denmark, he had a good life 
in Syria. This was before he had to flee because of the 
war. Mohammed had a good education as a lawyer and 
English teacher from the university, had a good job, a 
house and a car. Both his parents worked and they were 
a very happy family. Then came the war, and 1-2 years 
later almost everything was gone. There was no work, no 
money, the house was bombed and he lost both his 
parents. His two brothers had already travelled to 
Turkey. At that time, Mohammed had never been 
outside Syria and had never imagined having to leave 
it. They still thought at the time that the war would end 
and he tried to find a job at the border, but it was 
impossible. Mohammed also got married, and when you are married, you have a responsibility to your family, 
and must make sure that they are well. When Mohammed's wife became pregnant, they had to find a 
hospital where she could give birth, so they decided to travel to Turkey, where his brothers and two uncles 
lived. To cross the border, they had to travel 180 kilometres at night. It was dangerous because they had to 
avoid being seen by the Syrian army, but they knew they had to try. When they came to Turkey, they were 
very happy at first. Now they had the family around them again, but then the realities kicked in. Suddenly, 
Mohammed had to take care of a child and he could not get a good job in Turkey because as an asylum seeker 
he did not have any identification papers. So they had to travel again. 

Mohammed was 27 when he came to Denmark in November 2015. He arrived together with his wife, their 
child, his two brothers, one brother's wife and a friend. They walked all the way to Denmark from Turkey, 
and went to the police station in Padborg where they were registered and then sent to the asylum centre 
Sandholm. They were there for 6 days after which they got personal identification cards and came back to a 
temporary asylum centre in Jutland, where they lived about 15-20 days before they moved to the asylum 
centre in Børkop near Vejle. It was a cosy asylum centre in Børkop. It was temporary and there were only 2-
3 employees and about 27 families waiting for asylum. Mohammed and his family helped with practical tasks 
there like painting, sorting donations and moving furniture, which was fun. After a few months, they had an 
interview in the Sandholm centre where they talked about their way to Denmark and why they applied for 
asylum, after which they got their residence permit, and Mohammed and his family moved out of the asylum 
centre and into a house in Børkop. 
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Meilinda 
“Volunteer work can open doors”  

 

The way to Denmark 
Meilinda first came to Denmark in 
2007 through her education, when she was 
given an opportunity to study through the 
European study program Erasmus Mundus. The 
last two months of her study period in 
Copenhagen, she met her future husband. At 
that time, they decided to both continue with 
their work and have a long-distance 
relationship where they took turns visiting each 
other. She therefore went back to Indonesia, 
but eventually it became difficult for them to 
make things work with visiting each other as 
both had very busy jobs. It was too difficult for 
her husband to find work in Indonesia, and she 
wanted to return to Denmark, so in 2012 they decided that she should move to his home in Vejle in 
Denmark. In the beginning when Meilinda moved to Denmark, she worked long distance. She worked for an 
international tropical forest organization (Centre for International Forestry ), where her boss was based in 
Indonesia, and she was, among other things, an assistant on a major European project, where they worked 
to create an international research network about rainforests across Africa, the Caribbean and the 
Pacific area. When the project was finished in 2013, Meilinda decided to quit her job and focus on her Danish 
education at Vejle Language School, which she had started in 2012. She would have liked to keep her at job, 
but it was difficult to work there due to the time difference and the salary was too low to support her life in 
Denmark. 

Meilinda wanted to learn the Danish language, and therefore chose to focus on her Danish education, which 
took three years before she applied for a new job. She had great confidence that it would help her find work 
and that she would not have a hard time getting a new job afterwards. When she studied in Copenhagen, 
she had three jobs next to her studies and they had been easy to find through the international study network 
she was part of. So she thought it would be just as easy to find work in Vejle. Today, Meilinda thinks that 
it was not the right decision to learn Danish before she applied for a job. After she finished her Danish 
education, she had two years without work on her CV, and this can be difficult for an employer to 
understand. Many have since told her that in Denmark it is easiest to find work while having a 
job. After studying Danish, Meilinda started looking for work. She has applied to many different places but 
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Lucy 
“You should do what makes you happy”  

 

 
The way to Denmark 
Lucy came to Denmark with her husband and their cat 5 
years ago, when her husband got a job at LEGO in 
Billund. Before that, they lived in the UK, in Wales, where 
they both graduated from their education in 2009. One 
of the reasons they moved to Denmark was that in the 
UK they had challenges finding work. They both did a lot 
of volunteer work and made projects that they liked very 
much, but they were not always able to get paid. Where 
they lived there was high local unemployment and 
competition and they could only find jobs in shops and 
factories where they could not use their education.  

Lucy’s husband found a job at LEGO, so she did not feel 
as pressured to earn an income as she used to, and could 
start looking for her dream job. Lucy was very excited to 
come to Denmark and get a fresh start in a place where 
no one knew her, she had a feeling that she could be 
whoever she wanted to be. Lucy has been creative since she was little. She comes from a very creative family, 
both her parents are educated in creative subjects. Her mother is educated in ceramics, her father in visual 
arts, and her sister is a children's book illustrator. Her parents  had to work as teachers to earn enough 
money, but her father  always told her that "you should do what makes you happy", even if she could not 
make money from it. For Lucy creating is what makes her happy and that became her starting point for her 
work in Denmark. 

Lucy already knew some people who lived in Vejle before they moved there. Lucy and her husband asked 
them for good advice on how to get started in Vejle and good places to live. This enabled her to start early 
looking for a workplace where she could meet other creative people and find good opportunities to network, 
be motivated and inspired. As Lucy says, ‘when you have a workplace, you also have to work’.  Someone 
recommended Fabrikanterne, which is a workshop community of individual designers and artists, in the field 
of interior design, lifestyle and design, selling in a common store. Two weeks after relocating to Denmark 
Lucy had her own workshop at Fabrikanterne. It was also here that Lucy met Marit, who has been an 
important person for Lucy, she has helped Lucy to find her way in Denmark. Fabrikanterne was a good place 
for Lucy because it meant she was not stuck at home. There she could meet people and be motivated to get 
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Chris 
“You have to believe in yourself”  

 

The way to Denmark 
Chris came to Denmark in 2008 right 
after he finished high school in 
Romania. When he went to high 
school, two people came to visit from 
Boris Agricultural School in Skjern, 
Denmark, who presented a program that 
made it possible to come to Denmark 
and study for 2 years. He signed up, and 
travelled to Denmark to start his studies 
in Boris. After completing the two years, 
he decided to continue his studies for 
another year to train as a farmer. Then 
he got a full-time job on a bull farm 
where they bred slaughter calves, where 
he worked for a year. In December 2012, he was fired because the farm had a tight budget. It one was a 
difficult time, it was almost Christmas and Chris had planned to go home to Romania to celebrate Christmas 
with his family, but he could not afford the travel home. He was very frustrated and did not know what 
to do. He had 2-3 weeks’ notice and it was almost impossible to find a new job so close 
to Christmas. He therefore started talking to his friends who also worked in agriculture, but they could not 
help him find a new job. A friend suggested that he take a new education so he could find a job in another 
industry and leave farming. 

Chris then began to investigate his options and found an English education in logistics, at the Business 
Academy in Vejle, where he could start already in January 2013. He had learnt a lot of Danish through his 
work and also went to language school during the period he was studying in Boris, but he still chose to take 
the education in English because it was easier for him. It all went very quickly and he had to examine the 
rules very quickly. As a student, he would only get student benefits, so he had to familiarize himself with the 
system to find out if he could work alongside his studies. Fortunately, it all worked out and he moved to Vejle 
to start a 2-year training as a logistics economist. 

During his studies, Chris became very interested in motivational speakers such as Brian Tracy, Tony 
Robbins, Less Brown and especially Richard Branson, who Chris met in person when he toured in 
Denmark. Richard Branson is one of the biggest entrepreneurs in the market and Chris has been greatly 
inspired by his speeches. Chris has read many books and listened to many audio books on motivation and 

Role models
Denmark
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Ester Beatty 

“It is very important to show our culture and share our traditions to the 
host country.” 

 

 

 

Introduction 

My name is Ester Beatty and I originally come from Philippines. My family and I came to Cyprus in 
1994 were my husband found a job an offshore company. We have 3 children and all of them are 
adults now and 2 are in the UK. I really started working in 2004 when Cyprus has joined the European 
Union. 

I have been involved with the Philippino Community since 1996 and since then I have never stopped 
helping my fellow countrymen. I am the chairperson of the Federation of Philippino Organisation 
here in Cyprus since 2006. A lot of the things we do is helping our fellow compatriots, organising 
events, sports, and may things to help the community. 

Arriving in Cyprus  

When we arrived in Cyprus it was not very populated by third countries nationals and back then you 
could feel some kind of discrimination. I have experienced this very much when I became the 
president of the Philippino community association in Cyprus and I used to accompany my fellow 
countrymen in the immigration department. The discrimination they showed us there was 
unbelievable. They just look at your colour and they basically generalised everyone who look like an 
Asian to be a domestic worker. It was very hurtful. I was trying to help my fellow countrymen and 
the officials could put you at the back of the queue whenever you tried to go somewhere else. 
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Gautam Dinesh 

“Discover the best version of yourself” 
 

 

 

Introduction 
My name is Gautam Dinesh and I am from Nepal. I was born in Nepal’s second capital city called 
Butwal city and is the city where Buddha was born. I grow up in a very poor family but my family is 
educated. I have 3 siblings (2 brothers and 1 sister), I am married and I have a 4 year old kid. We are 
struggling economically and I also have to take care my mother and father. 

I am in Cyprus for 4 years now. I decided 5 years ago to go abroad to study (in a western – European 
University) in order to enhance my skills and knowledge. 

 

My goals and the barriers that I faced so far 

When I arrived in Cyprus, I thought that this is a small country and very different from Nepal. The 
environment is very arid compared to Nepal and I was a bit surprised about that. In addition, Cyprus 
is much more expensive than Nepal. All people from Nepal arrived in Cyprus they faced difficulties 
in the beginning with the language and the accommodation. Even today we are facing similar 
problems.  

Another problem is that as a student I have to also work to cover my tuition fees and my expenses. 
The Cypriot government allow to us to work only 20 hours per week at winter period and 38 hours 
during summer period. Sometimes is very difficult to find a job. Especially the first 6 months I 
couldn’t find any job. The college helped me thought to find some part-time job in the hospitality 
industry which is related to my degree. So step by step I started building networking with the many 
businesses in the sector and finally I found an even better work. 
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Lucy 
“You should do what makes you happy”  

 

 
The way to Denmark 
Lucy came to Denmark with her husband and their cat 5 
years ago, when her husband got a job at LEGO in 
Billund. Before that, they lived in the UK, in Wales, where 
they both graduated from their education in 2009. One 
of the reasons they moved to Denmark was that in the 
UK they had challenges finding work. They both did a lot 
of volunteer work and made projects that they liked very 
much, but they were not always able to get paid. Where 
they lived there was high local unemployment and 
competition and they could only find jobs in shops and 
factories where they could not use their education.  

Lucy’s husband found a job at LEGO, so she did not feel 
as pressured to earn an income as she used to, and could 
start looking for her dream job. Lucy was very excited to 
come to Denmark and get a fresh start in a place where 
no one knew her, she had a feeling that she could be 
whoever she wanted to be. Lucy has been creative since she was little. She comes from a very creative family, 
both her parents are educated in creative subjects. Her mother is educated in ceramics, her father in visual 
arts, and her sister is a children's book illustrator. Her parents  had to work as teachers to earn enough 
money, but her father  always told her that "you should do what makes you happy", even if she could not 
make money from it. For Lucy creating is what makes her happy and that became her starting point for her 
work in Denmark. 

Lucy already knew some people who lived in Vejle before they moved there. Lucy and her husband asked 
them for good advice on how to get started in Vejle and good places to live. This enabled her to start early 
looking for a workplace where she could meet other creative people and find good opportunities to network, 
be motivated and inspired. As Lucy says, ‘when you have a workplace, you also have to work’.  Someone 
recommended Fabrikanterne, which is a workshop community of individual designers and artists, in the field 
of interior design, lifestyle and design, selling in a common store. Two weeks after relocating to Denmark 
Lucy had her own workshop at Fabrikanterne. It was also here that Lucy met Marit, who has been an 
important person for Lucy, she has helped Lucy to find her way in Denmark. Fabrikanterne was a good place 
for Lucy because it meant she was not stuck at home. There she could meet people and be motivated to get 

https://fabrikanterne.com/
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started on her own projects. Fabrikanterne have a 
store where everyone who has a workshop can sell 
things they make. Lucy could use her experience 
and skills from the UK to create products to sell in 
the store. Before, she had mostly done art projects 
and exhibitions, but now she was motivated to sell 
her things. It was in Fabrikanterne that 
she really started to create networks and 
contacts for her work.  

Today, Lucy has her own company, LA Read, where 
she makes projects, exhibitions, workshops and 
products that she sells.  She is also part of the NGO, 
called Culture Shift, who make workshops for 
children and adults. In her personal life, Lucy and 
her husband got married and had a child, Buster. 

 

Getting through the difficult beginning 
Not everything has been entirely positive from the start for Lucy and her experience is that it is important 
to be realistic when you come to Denmark and begin with small goals. You can then gradually build on that 
and let it grow. For Lucy the motivation has been to find a way to do the things she loves, which has been 
her creative and artistic projects. She began by setting gradual goals that were obtainable. First, she found a 
workspace in Fabrikanterne, and used this as her motivation to find a way to make money from what she 
was doing there. To start, her goal was to earn enough to be able to pay for the rent of the workspace. 

In the beginning, Lucy told herself that she should go out and find all the opportunities she could and she 
should say yes to everything. Usually she is an introverted person who likes to stay at home, but at the same 
time she likes to talk to other people and get to know new people. Therefore, she put on her "work hat" and 
got started. In Lucy’s experience, other people can be a good motivator. The times where she did not feel 
like going to her workspace, the other people there asked where she was, and this made her want to be 
there. Another strategy to keep motivated has been to make appointments with others. When you do 
something with others or make agreements, then they are dependent on you. It is a good way to find buddies 
who can help get you to stick to the things you want to achieve. For example, Lucy meets up with other 
creative friends in Vejle where they do creative things together. Lucy has a friend who moved to Denmark in 
the winter and she thought found it hard to get started, so Lucy suggested that they meet every week and 
be creative and draw together. It has helped them both because they had fun and kept the focus on being 
creative together. 

Lucy describes that she became an entrepreneur when she moved to Denmark. She was placed in a new 
situation in a new country. At home in the UK, she could see all the barriers and knew that a lot of things 
were difficult, such as raising money for her projects and she knew there was high competition within her 
field. At the time, she actually gave up a bit because she knew the competition was tough, but when she 
came to Denmark she could not see the barriers and it was actually an advantage to be a little ignorant, 

Facts about Lucy 

Name: Lucy Reed 

Gender: Female 

Age: 33 

Nationality: United Kingdom 

Education: Bachelor of Arts, and Master in Contemporary Dialogues 
from the UK, specializing in textiles.  

Profession: Artist and designer. 

Interests: Lucy loves to create things, cooking and watching 
movies. She also spends a lot of time outside by the beach or in the 
woods. Her latest and greatest interest is her son Buster. 

Languages: English and a little Danish.  

Find video interview with Lucy on the project website: 
https://buildingsocialbridges.eu/ 

 

https://lucyaread.com/
https://www.cultureshift.dk/
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because she did not think about what was possible or not. At the same time Vejle is a different 
environment and a small town where competition within Lucy’s field is not so tough. For Lucy, being an 
entrepreneur is also about being open to opportunities. Some of what she has learned by coming to Denmark 
is to put on the "yes-hat" and try to use the fact that she has moved to Denmark as an opportunity to start 
over and rethink her career. For example, she has gained more focus on making products and earning money, 
rather than exhibiting art. One of the things that has helped Lucy is that she has always been good at thinking 
positively. She believes that if you ask the universe for something, it will come to you, maybe not now, but 
later. When you are positive, you attract more work and positive opportunities. It affects the way others see 
you and others feel more like knowing you and having you in their network. 

Today, however, Lucy knows the barriers of coming to Denmark. The language is one of the big issues. Lucy 
herself has spent a year at the local language school, but had to stop because she had too much work to 
do. However, she also did not like going to the language school. The way she was taught did not suit her, and 
she was scolded if she did not do her homework. At that time, she worked a lot with children, and she 
discovered that it was a good way to learn Danish as well as being among a lot of Danish speakers. She learned 
a lot from that. Now that she herself is on maternity leave, she has forgotten much of the Danish language, 
but her plan is to rediscover it with her child who goes to a Danish preschool. When Lucy encounters 
challenges such as understanding how the business system works in Denmark, she asks Danes. There are 
many opportunities for free advice about being new in Vejle and creating a business such as Welcome Vejle, 
in Vejle Municipality, who are good at showing her where to go for help. 

 
The way into the Danish society 
According to Lucy, social relationships and networks are very important for finding opportunities in 
Denmark. It is both about getting support and help from other people, but it is also about seeing and finding 
opportunities that might lead to work. Social relationships and networks have meant a lot to Lucy and what 
she has learned and achieved in Denmark. One of the things that motivated Lucy was to try to accept all the 
opportunities she could: Whether it was an opportunity to meet new people, free courses, creative networks 
in Billund or something else, she has put on the "yes-hat" and has accepted the opportunity. As she says, you 
never know who you end up talking to. 

Lucy also has her own role models in Denmark, which have had an impact on her and the choices she has 
made. Marit from Fabrikanterne and Rachel, with whom she runs the NGO Culture Shift, are some of the 
most important role models. They are both very practical. When they get an idea for a project, they make it 
happen. It may not always work, but they are both motivated and inspired by the way they work. Both have 
also been very encouraging and have helped Lucy make things happen. Lucy herself tries to take what she 
has learned from Marit and Rachel with her and is herself very encouraging to others about their own 
projects. 

It is important to maintain relationships and networks, and stay in touch over time, because new 
opportunities may arise over time. The longer Lucy is here in Vejle, the wiser she becomes. She has learned 
that it is also about knowing who to ask about what and who is good at different things. Lucy still has the 
same network she has built up since she came to Denmark, but it has expanded and become more 
informal. She knows more people and does not need to network in the same way as before. The nature of 

https://www.vejle.dk/welcome-to-vejle/
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the relationships in her network has changed because now people have started to contact her and reach out 
because they want to get to know her or use her abilities for something. 

At first, Lucy did not know who people were and who she should contact. Lucy and her husband are not very 
social, and she is actually the one who is best at making new contacts and making sure they both have a 
social life. Lucy has changed a lot since they came to Vejle and she has used skills she never needed at home, 
where she already had a network and friends. She has had to create her own network in Vejle and here, being 
creative has been a great advantage. You do not need a language to be creative because you can use your 
hands and visual media. It has been a kind of bridge for Lucy and a way to find other like-minded 
people. Being able to communicate and build bridges through art has been a theme in Lucy's education, in 
her art projects and now in her work in Culture Shift, where they create workshops that create safe creative 
spaces where people can meet across cultures and backgrounds, and create and learn together. They say 
that children have 100 languages, so it is about finding your own language to be able to reach out to other 
people, whether it is food, dance, art or something completely different. When you go into a new culture, 
there has to be a bridge, and it does not have to start with language. 

 

Good advice 
To those who come to Denmark, Lucy will first and foremost recommend saying yes to everything. You never 
know when you will learn something new or meet new people who can help you. It is a good idea not to be 
picky at first, and also be willing to do something voluntarily without  getting paid for it. Once you are more 
settled, it is easier to be more selective and choose what you want. It is also a good idea to meet people who 
are different from yourself, or get to know different types of people. If you are only with the same types of 
people, such as creative people, then you can be very limited because you think too similarly and the 
competition can become bigger when it comes to work. In Culture Shift, Lucy and her two colleagues have 
different backgrounds, but they complement each other really well. They actually met each other at a 
networking event and found that they had similar ideas, and could relate to each other in different 
ways. They all have different educations and life experiences that together create a good combination. 

It can also be beneficial to be curious, in order to find your way and potential for what you can do in 
Denmark. It does not have to be your education that creates a path for you. It can also be your passion, your 
culture or something completely different. For example, Lucy has a friend who is great at cooking and loves 
it,they volunteered in a social cafe when she came to Vejle.  This became her entrance to learn Danish and 
meet Danes. Maybe you have some knowledge or experience due to your cultural background that is 
valuable to others who do not themselves have that knowledge or know about that culture. There may be 
things you yourself think are obvious, but that others with a different background cannot see. For example, 
she knows a man in Vejle who makes educational videos for teachers in primary school about culture. Many 
Danish teachers do not know much about Muslim culture and religion, because there are many Muslim 
children in the schools he has created a successful company by making such videos. 

Language can be a barrier. Therefore, it can be good to find other internationals who speak the same 
language as yourself and who can help you. In Denmark, many foreigners speak all kinds of languages, so it 
is easy to find someone to talk with. It is important to discover that you are not the only one who might feel 
isolated as a foreigner in a new country and learn that others also find it difficult. It is also important to meet 
people who share the same interest as yourself. In Vejle, Lucy has used VEN, Vejle Expat Network, an 
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association and a network for internationals in the area of Vejle Municipality. VEN is a good starting point to 
get to know people.  

The good thing about networking is that you learn that you can both get and give help to others. In Denmark, 
many people get to know others through their children. For example, there is an international mothers’ 

group on Facebook, where many international mothers, or expectant mothers, participate. There you are 
matched with other expectant mothers with the same term, so you can meet and talk about becoming a 
mother. Lucy attended a workshop for expectant mothers, she has been in touch with the others and they 
have supported each other ever since. The new contacts have emerged a bit like rings in the water. 

In Vejle, there is also Fablab, in Spinderihallerne, which is an open workspace. Here you can use machines 
that can 3D print, laser cut and much more in materials such as wood, plastic and fabric, almost for free every 
Tuesday. There is a large environment of volunteers who are very supportive and who love to share their 
knowledge and abilities with new people. It is a great way to meet other people and get started doing 
something with others. Lucy has used it since she came to Vejle, and still uses it to work with her products. If 
you become part of the environment, people start to expect  you to come and it becomes important to show 
up on Tuesdays,  otherwise you have to wait a whole week before you can use the workspace again. Lucy 
describes that the feeling that other people miss you and expect you to show up, in a different way than at 
a job, has been important for her to get out and get to know other people. 

 

The future 
The big goal for Lucy and her husband is to buy a house. It requires a little more work so they can afford 
it. Lucy also has plans for more projects that she is already working on. She might get the opportunity to do 
some freelance work for LEGO. Previously, she wanted to find a job at LEGO, but as time passes, the less she 
wants to work there. She likes her freedom in her own business and she has more opportunities to do what 
she wants and the things she believes in, when she works independently. Her goal has changed from wanting 
to find something more permanent and secure to wanting to be  more free and independent. 



 

The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not constitute an 
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